Denis Tokarev
So ware Engineer / JavaScript Developer
hire@devlato.com
https://github.com/devlato

Summary
I'm a developer you probably need. I used to do both frontend and backend with any technologies
suitable for a goal because because I love to try and learn the new stu . I always do a detailed analysis of
tasks and problems. That's why I accurately follow the estimations and (mostly) deliver required features
in time.
Here is a shortlist of my qualities:
6 years of experence in Web Development industry.
Strong knowledge of JavaScript and another Web technologies.
Experience in both development and team leadership.
I have a passion to analyze and solve problems.
From time to time I contribute to some open source projects. But I would like to do it more.
I have a So ware Engineering-related Bachelor's degree.
If you feel interested, please don't hesitate to contact me any time. I like to discuss technologies,
products, problems, and solutions. If you want to hire me, please send me an email.
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Education
Kazan National Research Technical University named after A. N. Tupolev
2008 – 2012
https://kai.ru/web/en

Bachelor's degree in Automated Information Processing and Control Systems.
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Work experience
Zalando SE
December 2017 – Now
https://zalando.de/

So ware Engineer
I have started working at Zalando as a freelancer but decided to become a full-time employee. I am
working there on a TNA/DNA Tooling project. It's a server-driven UI implementation. This means some
kind of an IDE for mobile apps and a platform for distributed development teams. We implemented the
project in JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux, Node.js, Express.js, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, etc.
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Deutsche Bank / HCL Technologies
September 2017 – November 2017
https://db.com/

Senior React Developer (Contractor)
I worked there for a couple of months as a freelancer. This position required relocation to Frankfurt. I had
found Frankfurt a quite boring place and decided not moving there, that's why I quit. I was working on a
component library for internal wealth management projects. The main technologies I've been using there
were React, Typescript and Jest.
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glispa GmbH.
April 2016 – August 2017
https://ui.ampiri.com/

Frontend Developer, Team Lead
glispa GmbH. had bought the product I had been working on at Moneytap Ltd. and moved the team from
Saint Petersburg, Russia to Berlin. Here in Berlin, I continued developing the same project: a control
panel for a mobile advertisement mediation SDK. I got a small team of three people to manage as well.
While working there, I used React and Node.js, but I was also maintaining the REST API written in Java
and Spring, MongoDB, Redis.

Unfortunately, a er 1.5 years of project development, the top management of the company had been
replaced. The new CEO decided to continue development in Greece instead of Berlin. As far as my darling
team members got fired, I decided to quit too. But it was a very nice experience and I liked working there.
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Moneytap (got acquired and renamed to Ampiri/Avocarrot/glispa Connect by glispa GmbH.)
September 2015 – April 2016
https://ui.moneytapp.com/

Full-Stack Developer
Moneytap hired me as the only developer of Moneytap UI. It was a control panel for a mobile
advertisement mediation SDK. My initial target was to improve the existing MVP version that the
management presented to investors. I had completed this task and started implementing the new big
iteration of this product. MVP was good enough for convincing Glispa GmbH. to acquire us.
Glispa GmbH. is a big player in the German market of mobile advertisement. I continued the
development of the new version with the rest of ex-Moneytap team in Germany. We became a part of a
large Glispa team. The technologies I used while working there are Java, Spring, MongoDB and React.
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SEMrush
March 2014 – September 2015
https://semrush.com/

Full-Stack Developer
I joined SEMrush as a part of a billing team. I call it a "billing team", but actually the team was responsible
for several internal products. We had lots of responsibilities – billing, parts of an administration panel,
PDF reports, some dashboards.
A er working on this team for a while, my colleague and I had got a management approval for a new
project. It was a PDF reporting platform designed from scratch. There were many requirements. In
general, we were supposed to build a real-time export platform with PDF support. We had to provide a
way to customize brands and colors for the reports as well. A DSL suitable for the distributed teams was a
requirement too.

A er months of hard work, We created this platform and an editor app. This WYSIWYG editor allows
dropping of configurable widgets onto a virtual list of paper. Every action triggers a visual feedback of the
resulting report. The document gets autosaved as a template. A er that, a user can generate a report by
clicking a button.
Implementing it took a lot of e orts and gave me an unmeasurable experience. The technologies we used
there are JavaScript, Node.js, MySQL, Backbone, and a wkhtmltopdf tool.
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BeGet Ltd.
July 2013 – March 2014
https://beget.com/

Web Developer
Beget is a company running a hosting business. I joined Beget as a web developer. I was responsible for
implementing new features and maintaining existing ones for a hosting control panel. It's a handcra ed
product created for users. This panel lets a user set up hosting, configure servers, buy domains and extra
services. I also had developed some features for a configuration panel that employees of Beget were
using.
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Lightsoft Research (remotely)
March 2013 – July 2013
http://lightso .ru/

Web Developer
I had been working for Lightso remotely from Saint Petersburg, Russia. I was responsible for parts of
Hotelbook: a website for searching and booking the hotel rooms at di erent locations. I decided to quit
because I found out that I wasn't ready enough for working remotely.
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Praktika
November 2011 – February 2012
http://sd-praktika.ru/

Web Developer / Intern

Praktika is a governmental project and a document exchange system. Its main goal is to automate and
speed up a review and a document signing routines among the o icials and clerks.
The product consists of many parts. I was working mostly on reporting part. It was an internship, I didn't
like how the processes had been built there so I decided not to continue working there.
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Kgtu-Kai
August 2011 – May 2012
http://kgtu-kai.ru/

So ware Engineer, Tech Lead
It was a startup of my friend when we were students. I was the main developer and kinda tech lead/CTO
of the product. I was responsible for developing and maintaining the web service for selling and buying
study papers. I worked there for a year. In 2012, I moved to another city and that's why I quit. The product
wasn't successful but it gave me a lot of real startup-alike experience.
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Hobbies
I like to travel very much! I travelled mostly across the European countries and Russia and visited the USA
twice. My next goals are Australia and New Zealand.
On my spare time I watch movies or comedy series. Sometimes I do some sports: cycling, running, going
to the gym.

References
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sumit.sinha@zalando.de

Senior So ware Engineer, Zalando SE

Aris Plakias
aris.plakias@gmail.com

React Developer, Deutsche Bank / HCL Technologies

Mikhail Mikhaylenko
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Senior Java Developer / Backend Team Lead, glispa GmbH.

Victor Castro
victor.castro@glispamedia.com

Senior JavaScript Developer, glispa GmbH.

Alexey Borisov
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Senior JavaScript Developer, SEMrush

Evgeny Konyushanets
+7 (981) 128-32-08

Product Owner, SEMrush
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Head of development, BeGet Ltd.
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+7 (952) 039-72-90

Kgtu-Kai Founder

